
Welcome!

You are about to start a History Quiz Game.
But don’t get upset, a lot of interesting 

historical questions require not your exact 
knowledge of a fact but your logic.
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There was a tradition of 
creating horse monuments in 
Europe. If the horse had both 
its front legs in the air, the 
person died in a battle. If the 
horse had one front leg in the 
air, the person died as the 
result of wounds received in a 
battle. What did all four legs 
on the ground mean, following 
this logic?

When the horse had all its legs 
on the ground, the person, 
depicted in the monument, 
died of natural reasons. Old 
age, for example.

The first woman, who became 
a police officer, Alice Stebbins 
Wells (that’s her on the photo), 
joined LAPD in 1910. She faced 
a problem with her work as a 
policewoman. Can you guess, 
what was the problem?

Among the first problems, Alice 
faced the absence of a special 
police uniform for a lady. So, 
she designed it herself.

Despite the terrible nature of 
the Great Fire of London in 
1666 (13500 houses were 
burnt completely), there were 
only few victims. What do you 
think, how many were there?

There were only 8 victims. The 
citizens were trying to warn all 
their neighbors. That’s why 
London was rebuilt in stone 
very fast.

The Arabs invented caramel. 
However, it was not used as a 
dessert. Even though it was 
created for women in harems. 
So, why did women in harems 
need caramel?

The invented caramel was 
used as a depilatory. 
Moreover, this method was 
very popular in Soviet Union 
and remains in beauty parlors 
now. But it has a different title 
nowadays – sugaring.

What was Guglielmo Marconi 
(1874-1937) famous for?

He invented:
a) the first radio line
b) the first wireless explosive
c) the first wireless telegraph
d) the first tracking device 

Guglielmo Marconi invented 
the first wireless telegraph. He 
used the reflection from the 
water and sent the signal 
across the Atlantic Ocean.

The warriors of Atilla, king of 
the Huns (A.D. 450) preserved 
the meat by placing pieces of 
fresh meat under their saddles. 
Nothing else was done. How 
did the preservation happen?

The process of such 
preservation was brutal: the 
rider literally beat the meat, 
the horse sweat gave it salt. 
This handy method made 
Atilla’s army extremely mobile 
and, thus, a formidable force.

A basket full of onion was 
considered a respectable 
funeral offering in ancient 
Egypt. Onion’s circular layers 
represented eternity. The 
onion rings were found in the 
eyes of king Ramses IV (died in 
1160 B.C.). “Onion” meant in 
Latin language:

a) Large pearl
b) Eternal beauty
c) Bitter diamond

“Onion” is translated as “large 
pearl”. The soil in Egypt was a 
bad one to grow onions, that’s 
why this vegetable got so much 
attention of a high level.

The same man, Felix Hoffmann 
(1868-1946), the same year 
(1897) invented both a strong 
drug, heroine, and a medicine 
used till nowadays as the first 
aid if you have a headache. 
What medicine did Felix 
Hoffmann invent?

Felix Hoffmann invented 
aspirin. However, he didn’t 
think that he invented a strong 
drug. He considered heroine a 
useful medicine as well. 
Imagine that, heroine was even 
added into pills for children for 
“they behaved calmer in 
kindergartens”.

The largest item found on any 
menu is still served at some 
large Bedouin weddings. 
Previously it was served by 
royalty in Morocco several 
hundred years ago. The item is 
stuffed with one whole lamb, 
20 chickens, 60 eggs, and 110 
gallons of water among other 
ingredients. What is served?

At some really big and 
important Bedouin weddings 
they still can serve a cooked 
camel. Needless to say, the 
animal is too important to cook 
it often.

What was John Bacon Curtis 
(1827-1897) famous for?

He invented:
a) chewing gum
b) cement
c) photo camera
d) anesthetic

John Bacon Curtis invented a 
chewing gum. He made a 
commercial product out of it, 
explaining the use of it and 
advertising it for potential 
customers.

During the Middle Ages 
Mastiffs and Great Danes were 
sometimes suited with armor 
and spiked collars. Any ideas 
why?

These giant dogs are perfect 
guardians. They were 
protecting the most important 
thing for any army – food 
caravan. They needed an 
armor and a spiked collar not 
to be killed by archers from 
distance.

Alexander the Great from 
Macedonia was the first Greek 
ruler to put his own face on 
that object. Previously that 
object had faces of gods and 
goddesses only. What object 
was changed to honor 
Alexander the Great?

Alexander the Great was the 
first Greek ruler to put his own 
face on a coin. But it is quite 
easily explained, as he was 
considered a god in person in 
some areas.

The hero of a couple of 
generations, Jacques-Yves 
Cousteau, inspired a lot of 
young minds to explore the 
underwater world. He is best 
remembered by inventing one 
unique device. What is it?

Jacques Cousteau invented the 
most essential device for all the 
divers – SCUBA: Self-Contained 
Underwater Breathing 
Apparatus. All of underwater 
discoveries started with it.

The 10th president of the USA, 
John Tyler (1790-1862) is 
famous for a really unusual 
fact. What was it?

a) He got a Nobel Prize
b) He had a late child at the 

age of 63
c) He composed the first 

national anthem

John Tyler had a late child at 
the age of 63, named Lyon. 
Lyon also had late children, at 
the age of 71 and 75. That 
means that the grandchildren 
of the 10th American president, 
who lived in the 19th century, 
are still alive.
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Lawns have been a sign of 
great wealth since the Middle 
Ages. How could a simple lawn 
tell that a person was rich?

A person has to be rich, if he 
doesn’t use his piece of land 
to grow some food.

The first t-shirts appeared in 
1904. At first they were 
marketed to bachelors only. 
Can you guess why?

The marketing to bachelors 
was explained by the comfort 
of a t-shirt. The guy didn’t 
need to care about collars, 
about buttons and cuffs. 
Moreover, he could show his 
muscles.

Charles “Pretty Boy” Floyd was 
one of the bank robbers of 
Great-depression era. Though 
being a criminal, he became a 
public hero. How?

a) He gave money to the poor
b) He destroyed mortgage 

papers
c) He never killed a single 

person

Charles Floyd was destroying 
mortgage papers in banks. 
Thus, a person needed to 
destroy papers about his or her 
mortgage at home and nobody 
could prove you had had one. 
So, a lot of people knew how 
he looked but the police 
couldn’t get his portrait for a 
really long time.

When the Russian Bolsheviks 
overthrew the provisional 
government and stormed the 
Winter Palace in 1917, the 
revolution was halted for a few 
days. What was the reason?

The Bolsheviks that attacked 
the Winter Palace accidentally 
got to the wine cellar and got 
terribly drunk. So, the attack 
and the revolution were 
halted.

All British tanks have been 
equipped with this device since 
1945. And this device is 
considered to be important 
that much only to the British. 
Can you guess the device?

All British tanks are equipped 
with tea-making facility. It is a 
special thermo pot that keeps 
the necessary warmth for 
green and black tea. As well 
you have a special slot for the 
tea itself.

Walt Disney gave his own voice 
(whistling and sounds) to a 
cartoon character in 
“Steamboat Willie”. Can you 
guess what character has 
Disney’s voice?

The very 
Mickey 
Mouse has 
the voice of 
Walt Disney.

What young Jewish girl kept a 
now-famous diary while in 
hiding from the Nazis during 
World War II?

a) Emily Dons 
b) Anne Frank
c) Rosa Parks
d) Clair Hilton

It was Anne Frank. However, 
you need to understand that 
this diary was a very personal 
item of a girl who was learning 
the world, life and herself. So, 
of course, some intimate 
details were not taken and 
used in the film.

What ancient city was a home 
to a famous library that was 
mostly destroyed in a fire?

a) Alexandria
b) Cairo
c) Saqqara
d) Giza

That city was Alexandria. The 
famous library of Alexandria 
housed the scrolls that were 
telling about kingdoms far 
earlier than Christian World 
started. Many people consider 
the loss of this library as the 
loss of a unique chance to 
learn our real history.

During the time of Spanish 
Inquisition, Pope Innocent VIII 
condemned cats as evil and 
thousands of cats were burnt. 
What did these actions lead 
to?

Cats were always fighting rats. 
Without their help, the 
population of rats grew 
enormously and they brought 
an epidemic of Plague which 
killed a lot of people.

The 37th president of the USA, 
Richard Nixon had an unusual 
talent not connected with his 
political career. What was it?

a) He was a talented painter
b) He was a great musician
c) He was a gifted sculptor
d) He was a good writer

The 37th president of the 
United States actually was an 
extremely talented musician. 
He played five instruments in 
total: piano, saxophone, 
clarinet, accordion, and violin.

What if I told you, that a 
famous Egyptian ruler, 
Cleopatra was not an Egyptian 
by her origin? What was her 
real origin?

a) She was a Roman 
b) She was a Turk
c) She was a Greek

Cleopatra was a Greek. She 
was a part of the Ptolemy 
dynasty, who were derived 
from one of Alexander the 
Great’s generals, Ptolemy.
Her ancestors ruled 
over Egypt from the city of 
Alexandria. Named after the 
very Alexander the Great of 
Macedonia.

King Farouk I who ruled Egypt 
from 1936 till 1952 (a reign 
that was marked by corruption, 
incompetence and weirdness) 
had a really strange hobby. 
What was it?

a) He was trying to create a 
fake biography up to gods 

b) He was a pickpocket
c) He was buying property all 

over the world to escape

The king was a literal 
kleptomaniac who could not 
resist stealing things and picking 
people’s pockets. He actually 
took pick pocketing lessons, 
and his victims included Winston 
Churchill, whom Farouk invited 
to a dinner during WWII. At the 
meal, Churchill discovered that 
his pocket watch had gone 
missing. After an outcry and 
search, Farouk sheepishly turned 
it in, claiming to have “found” it.

Charlie Chaplin once entered a 
lookalike contest where fans 
were actually copying him. And 
he lost! Guess, what place did 
he take?

a) The 4th

b) The 10th

c) The 20th

He got the 20th place. To be 
fair, he didn’t have his famous 
moustache and boots on while 
performing his own trademark 
walk. 

What fact unites Hitler, 
Mussolini and Stalin 
besides the well-known 
ones?

a) They all liked cognac
b) They all were artists
c) They all were 

nominated for the 
Nobel Prize

d) They all were 
supporting talented 
sculptors

All of them were 
nominated for the 
Nobel Peace Prize.

Thank you for playing! I hope, 
this game will raise some 

interest in you to learn our 
history more.


